
Demystifying Research



Icebreaker!
If you could know the answer to any unsolved 
question or mystery, what would it be?
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WHAT IS RESEARCH?
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A careful and 
detailed study 

of a specific 
topic

Discover new knowledge or develop new 
understandings of existing knowledge

Inform action / next steps

Important part of all fields—not just STEM!

Understand issues and increase awareness

What is Research? Why Do It?

Solve problems



What Do Researchers Do?

● Investigate new topics or build on existing knowledge
● Includes:

○ Reading literary work (Feedly)
○ Conducting interviews
○ Creating products or models to complete tasks
○ Benchwork

● Applications are limitless!
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https://feedly.com/i/my


The Scientific Method

▸ Systematic, 
standardized approach

▸ Allows for:
▹ Replication
▹ Greater sense of 

confidence in findings
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Computer Vision and Pizza Toppings

“The indexes used for the 
analysis of the twenty-five 
samples examined included 
ham area percentage, 
mushroom area percentage and 
topping area percentage (TAP). 
A fuzzy logic system was then 
developed and used to classify 
the pizza topping quality, in 
comparison with quality 
personnel assessment.”
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0260877402002765?casa_token=NdVq_Yxelt8AAAAA:ARW-xwJi8ZfpMGJb0fVnfb2S-BEFMb3R-rLkcixysiqRBlv-r3yXWOCOd_iqfOtSR-PxpvWpHQ


Superman vs. Nick O’Teen in Anti-smoking 
Campaigns in 1980s Britain

“This article examines the 
design, production, delivery 
and reception of the 
Superman vs. Nick O’Teen 
campaign in order to probe 
the multifaceted nature of 
the making of healthy publics 
in 1980s Britain.”
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-019-0326-6.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-019-0326-6.pdf
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GETTING INVOLVED



Who Does Research?

● People in all fields
● Research teams with 

people of varying levels of 
experience

● Don’t need experience to 
get involved
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How to Find Opportunities
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Structured 
research 
programs

“Cold call” 
emails

Networking Independent 
research!



Searching for Opportunities

http://ure.uic.edu/for_students.php
https://undergradresearch.northwestern.edu/over
view/
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http://ure.uic.edu/for_students.php
https://undergradresearch.northwestern.edu/overview/
https://undergradresearch.northwestern.edu/overview/


In your emails:

Have your CV/resume ready in case they ask for it!

Getting Started in Research: Emails
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Introduce yourself and your background

Talk about why you’re interested in their research

Ask to set up a meeting to learn more



Sample Email
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Introduction

Purpose and inspiration; all about 
attention to details

Experience (if applicable) or what you 
hope to get out of this opportunity!

Make sure to say thank you :). 

If you attach your resume, make a note of 
it in the email (e.g.: “I’ve attached my 
resume below outlining some of my 
relevant experiences, as well.”)Oh, and don’t forget your name!



Reflection

1. If you could conduct research on any topic, 
what would it be?

2. Do you see yourself doing research in the 
future?
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Thank 
you!
Stick around if you have 
questions or want to learn 
more about getting 
involved with research!
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